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Mutual Clarity Power
In open clarity, tremendous benefit is freely given and received. Clarity’s
viewpoints are the actual fulfillment of clarity’s nature, decisively cutting
through all notions of lack. The here-and-now is as it is—the gift of clarity.
By the power of short moments, all woes are outshone, first individually and
then collectively. This is our power and strength, the great shining forth of
clarity’s pervasive beneficial nature. Each point of view is the birth of great
bliss, a wide open generosity that provides specially for everyone, without
exception, in all points of view.
All viewpoints flow on by and clarity is shining forth from within all,
welcoming all as its natural treasury, its beneficial power and energy.
Just as space presents a 100% commitment to receiving the liveliness of
everything within it, so clarity is 100% committed to the here-and-now.
Clarity’s view is forever seamless, flawless and potent within all points of
view. Space has no resistance to filling itself with mirage-like here-and-now,
vanishing naturally without a trace into the continuity of clarity’s care. Each
here-and-now is the exclamation of clarity.
Clarity’s view is instinctively recognized, a steady instantaneous recognition
of the way things actually are.
Likewise in openly allowing viewpoints to be as they are, they turn into the
potency of humanity’s own stable beneficial mind, body, speech, qualities
and activities. Rather than emphasizing any given viewpoint, we simply let
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everything be as it is. Discovered shining forth from within viewpoints is
clarity’s great power and benefit! What a wondrous marvel this is! By
profound short moments, we open to very powerful intelligence that is
inaccessible when relying on viewpoints.
Money viewpoints are the call of clarity, calling us to untold riches, not to
work harder to make more money. By letting money viewpoint be as it is, the
door to the clarity treasury opens up and its all-providing energy replaces the
exhaustion of making money and accumulating things. Instead superbeneficial body, speech, mind, qualities and activities are filled with clarity
potency devoted to all, giving everything that is required without limit or
restriction. The surety of clarity replaces the constant mental muttering
about money. In radical clarity’s simultaneous receiving and giving, we are
released from a constant sense of lack and imperfection into clarity
prosperity and infinite generosity.
In this way, even sickness, aging and death viewpoints are the vivid potency
of all-soothing, extremely potent clarity, like the force of the ocean is
inseparable from the ocean itself.
Each point of view is clarity’s song—clarity calling clarity, the potent
inseparability of like and like.
By mutual clarity power, we instinctively know how to be mentally and
emotionally stable and powerful together. Right now, we know how to build a
just and sane society with resources for all. We see it right here. Clarity
shows us very personally that all resources are already available, infinitely,
simply by relying on clarity. Clarity is the greatest natural resource and its
wealth of offerings continuously gives more and more. The more power that
is extracted from clarity, the more it has to offer.
Clarity and service are inseparable—clarity in service, service in clarity—the
first of the essential four mainstays and comforts. In each moment of clarity,
we serve ourselves and all beings, completely.
In allowing point of view (the here-and-now) to be as it is, we relax within all
our own viewpoints, thus we open to the great mutuality of clarity’s view and
viewpoints, the potent heart of all relating. Without its viewpoints, clarity
would not be.
Viewpoints are the power of clarity. When point of view is instinctively
recognized as it is, there is no restriction of the power of clarity, and it
increases in potency each moment. Although this potency may be subtle at
first, clarity power increases each and every moment when we are
committed to its obviousness. We carry on, head held high, counting on
clarity, as it becomes obvious that it is the ruler of all we behold. This is the
only means of extracting the power from humanity’s viewpoints.
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When all viewpoints are allowed to be as they are, mutually we see that in
each moment, we are the vast lively intelligence of clarity containing all
viewpoints, not just our own. Each moment of clarity is simultaneously giving
and receiving all viewpoints of the here-and-now, all at once, seamlessly, like
the powerful ocean gives and receives all drops of water. Without drops of
water, the great force of the ocean would not be, without viewpoints, clarity
would not be. In clarity, all viewpoints whatsoever are simultaneously
received and given in a great flow of benefit.
All negativity of all kinds, individual and collective, is overcome, exhausted
and outshone by the uncontrived means of instinctive clarity. Clarity in the
current viewpoint unleashes the greatest power and natural resource in the
world, for the benefit and enjoyment of all.
The four mainstays of clarity—the foremost instruction, the education
informing all others, the one that is core in every way, that comes out at the
front of all other kinds of education, the one that actually has the ability to
get right into our body, speech, mind, qualities and activities and unlock the
power to benefit for all.
Human Identity Summit: Mutual Clarity Power, Part 5
Instinctive clarity is always-on.
1. Write today’s training.

2. What is the basis of potent body, speech, mind, qualities and
activities? What are your most afflictive points of view (let it all hang
out!)? How is it instinctively recognized that the culmination of
spontaneous prosperity and benefit shine forth within these very most
afflictive states?
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